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Abstract: Multisource cloud log forensics (MCLF) strengthens the 

investigation method by means of detecting the malicious behavior 

of hackers thru deep cloud log evaluation. But, the accessibility 

attributes of cloud logs thwarts accomplishing the purpose to 

analyze cloud logs. Accessibility consists of the productions of 

cloud log get admission to, selection of suitable cloud log file, 

cloud log information integrity, and cloud logs trustworthiness. 

Hence, forensic investigators of cloud log files are dependent on 

cloud provider vendors (CSPs) to get entry to of diverse cloud logs. 

Accessing cloud logs from outside the cloud without depending at 

the CSPs is once more a hard, whereas the boom in cloud assaults 

has improved the need for MCLF to research the malicious 

activities of attackers. Criminals are easily hiding incriminating 

files within the cloud system and altering the log contents. Hence 

lock mechanism has been added to MCLF technique. This paper 

reviews the MCLF with lock technique and highlights diverse 

challenges and issues involved in examining cloud log data. The 

logging mode, the importance of MCLF, and cloud 

multisource-log-as-a-service are introduced. The MCLF security 

necessities, weakness points, and experiments are recognized to 

tolerate altered cloud log susceptibilities. This paper represents the 

design and analysis details of MCLF with Lock technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Every event taking place in an IT environment or employer 

community is recorded with exceptional entries in a log 

record. The exercise of recording log documents is referred to 

as as logging [Chuvakin et al. 2013]. The log report offers 

proof regarding history of occasions taking place in the IT 

gadget and network for a distinctive duration. for instance, a 

community admin can find out for the network bandwidth 

usage for specific time period by investigating the network 

logs. Likewise, utility developers utilize utility logs to 

perceive and fasten insects internal a program code. each 

entry inside the log document describes the sizable facts 

associated with a selected event for the duration of the log file  

is generated. all through preliminary degree, the log record is 

applied for trouble shooting [Flegel 2002]. Now, the log  

report applied for extra functional offerings together with 

machine and community tracking, enhancing the overall 

performance of the gadget and network, recording person 

activity, and examining malicious behaviour [Kent and 

Souppaya 2014] and so fortienceh. 
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In modern scenario, Logs are essentially used for protection 

purposes due to continuous attacks at the IT gadget and 

network [Zuk 2011]. The logs used to file attackers’ activities 

and community administrators investigate those assaults by 

means of investigating log report facts [Mao et al.2014]. In 

large agencies, diverse sorts of log files are created on kind of 

gadgets that involve the concern of powerful control of logs 

because of shortage of resources. To address the log 

management difficulty, businesses have commenced to 

migrate to cloud computing via using cloud logging offerings 

known as log-as-a-service [Saurabh and Beedgen 2014]. Log 

documents created on diverse organizational assets are 

shared to the cloud for storage and investigation using cloud 

garage assets and cloud log servers. Correspondingly, 

agencies usually run their packages in computational clouds 

that also want logging to examine malicious sports whilst 

observed. Cloud logging incorporates cloud application logs, 

cloud firewall logs cloud machine logs, cloud network logs, 

and so on. in this paper, the phrase “cloud log” is refers to 

logs created inside a cloud computing. these days, assaults on 

cloud computing are going on more frequently, which creates 

a anxiety among customers and corporations concerning the 

first-rate way to maintain their records secure from various 

attackers [Khan et al.2014]. Cloud log documents document 

diverse activities happening in the gadget and network. it's far 

used to examine various assaults [Vrable et al. 2012].  

A nice choice is to discover the cloud log files for malicious 

behaviour by means of analyzing them using log enquiry 

methods [Lin et al. 2013; Wei et al. 2011]. The technique of 

investigating cloud log documents in cloud computing or 

through third-party examinations services is referred to as 

cloud log forensics (CLF) [Thorpe et al. 2012]. 

This paper has been organised in following manner. Section 

2, represents the logs based forensic investigation details. 

Section 3, represents the design details of proposed MCLF 

with lock technique. Section 4, presents the analysis of 

proposed MCLF with lock techniques. Section 5, concludes 

the paper with future enhancements. 

II. SYSTEM STUDY 

This section describes the cloud forensic process, access log 

format, cloud log sample, and attributes of sample cloud-side 

logs. There are various systems that are used for attack 

identification and forensic IDS in cloud system.  
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The current cloud forensic process undertakes the following 

steps which can be integrated in cloud forensics considering 

its various service and deployment models. The figure 1 

represents the current cloud forensic process which has the 

following steps for performing forensic reporting after 

successful gathering, pre-processing, investigation and 

analysis. 

1. Detection of malicious activity 

2. Logs Gathering and Integration 

3. Logs pre-processing and sequencing 

4. Investigation and Analysis 

5. Reporting & Presentation 

 
Figure 1: Present cloud forensic process 

The collected logs has presented in its predefined format for 

further analysis. The access log format fields and meaning 

represented in table 1. Cloud log format is varies and its 

sample log presented in table II. Main attributes of cloud 

system logs are mentioned in table III  

 

Table I Meaning of the Access Log Format 

 
 

Table II Sample cloud log 

 
 

 

 

Table III Attributes of sample cloud system logs 

 
Next section describes the proposed system design. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

This section represents the various types of logs and its 

sources for investigation. It also presents the proposed MCLF 

with Lock technique design details for multisource cloud log 

forensic (MCLF) with lock techniques. The MCLF collects 

the logs from various types of log sources such as cloud 

firewall, cloud application, system, security, cloud network, 

cloud web server, audit, and virtual machine etc. as described 

in table iv[2].  
Table IV. Various Types of Logs sources 

 
 

All these source details are inevitable for forensic 

investigation due to high intensity attacks. Many attacks are 

also carried to modify the log details and to hide 

incriminating files in cloud environment, hence the 

investigation becomes challenging and imperfect [21]. Many 

anti-forensics techniques are also impact in cloud log 

analysis. Hence, proposed MCLF with lock techniques is 

inevitable and applicable in addressing these issues. The 

proposed design illustrated in fig 2. Where-in which, MCLF 

collect logs from cloud forensic module which linked to 

multiple sources of management and virtualization layers. 

All the logs gathered and collectively stored in database for 

further investigation in lock mode. Any anti-forensic 

activities which are trying to alter the contents will be resisted 

by lock mechanism. Unless proper unlock key, it cannot be 

modified. Only authenticated/local source can add logs by 

proving its identity through unlock key.  
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Once the MCFL is ready, it can be utilised for further 

integration, investigation and analysis against the malicious 

activity detection. During investigation, log indexing, 

normalization, correlations, and sequencing carried out. At 

the end reporting will be done via sms, email, whatsapp and 

any other communication media tools opted by customer.  

 

 
Figure 2:  Proposed multisource forensic logs with lock 

techniques 
Next section analyses the proposed techniques. 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

This section describes the proposed MCLF with Lock 

technique analysis. The experimentation conducted by 

following common methodology [21]. It was also evaluated 

the strength by checking the probability of missing logs 

information. 

Experimentation 

The logs used for investigation are more or less labelled into 

csp facet and patron facet logs. The cloud logs are divided 

into 3 varieties of logs meta-information server, 

administrative, and not unusual errors. The CSP-side logs 

comprise server, audit and occasion logs. Administrative 

server logs incorporate administrative and safety logs. 

Likewise there are tracers, unload logs, and common 

mistakes log files. client aspect logs comprise all syslog’s 

from AIX, home windows, Linux, and Solaris patron. For 

brevity, we've used the aforementioned logs to extract the 

document device state at special intervals of time. An 

instance of the layout of cloud-aspect logs is shown in table 3, 

that's founded on logs used by Salesforce [20]. There are 

other cloud storage services, consisting of SkyDrive, and 

Dropbox.15. Experimentation conducted on google pressure, 

created a digital machine for gaining access to this sevice. 

The digital device became created using VMware computing 

device model 10. The virtual device was created on a 

windows platform machine with 30GB potential. The process 

screen of Sysinternals software became used to gather 

records related to all modes of modifications that occurred at 

the same time as using the cloud service. Technique screen 

continues account of all the sports that show up with the 

cloud carrier proper from its set up. On this route, it received 

report device activity logs. Every process is identified by way 

of a unique manner identity (PID) by way of the method 

screen. Procedure display has a choice to clear out specific 

sorts of activities. on this, it best monitored the document   

device activities and registry entries    

Research Methodology 

The research methodology used to execute are as follows:  

 
Figure 3: Research Methodology 

After executing above methodology steps, FTK Imager 

version 3.2 from AccessData enterprise turned into beneficial 

for analysis of the snap shots captured using the PM. FTK 

Imager receives a full utilization of Google force. Alongside 

csp facet FTM imager information, a consumer side log 

which includes system logs, network logs, firewall logs, VM 

logs have been used for research. 

The log connection engine connects inter-associated 

probably risk events. while these chance activities are pooled, 

it's miles very probably that they offer proof about a path of 

action that directed to digital compromise. It connects 

actionable occasions for each the CSP aspect and client facet. 

The linked events now not most effective provide perception 

into the possibly device misuse events but additionally 

pinpoint the possibly chance areas. the relationship engine 

also has the competence to kind and clear out log statistics. 

The final experimented data set logs with false positive and 

false negative of CSP side and customer side are represented 

in table V. 

Table V 

a. 
Sl. No. Size of log 

data sets 

(CSP side) 

Percentage 

False positive False Negative 

1 2500 13.1 10.2 

2 5000 12.2 9.5 

3 10000 10.2 5.9 

4 25000 9.1 3.9 

5 50000 7.4 2.2 

6 100000 6.2 1.8 

 
Sl. No. Size of log 

data sets 

(CSP side) 

Percentage 

False 

positive 

False 

Negative 

1 2500 11.1 9.2 

2 5000 10.2 8.5 

3 10000 8.2 7.9 

4 25000 7.1 4.9 

5 50000 5.4 3.2 

6 100000 4.1 2.9 

b. 
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(a) CSP side log     (b) Customer side log 

  Result and Discussion 

 
Figure 4  (a) Result CSP side: False positive (FP) and 

false negative (FN) rates observed for datasets of varying 

sizes 

 
Figure 4 (b) Result Customer side: False positive (FP) 

and false negative (FN) rates observed for datasets of 

varying sizes 

For this reason, it was conducted two types of evaluations to 

identify false negatives and false positives. False negatives 

and positives were calculated to be 1.8% and 6.2% 

respectively for the concluding investigational dataset. A 

graph representing the percentage of false positives and false 

negatives witnessed for different sizes of dataset is shown in 

4a. The graph 4b represents the customer side logs 

concluding investigational dataset describes the percentage 

of false positives and false negatives witnessed for different 

sizes of datasets.  

Evaluation of strength of proposed system 

Probability of missing logs information : with reference to 

table 4, there are nine varieties of logs , assuming the 

common logs in 3 different sources, the probability of 

missing log can be calculated using sample space ‘S’. Let S is 

the sample space. Two results of the event are success S and 

failure F. To break this one has to succeed to delete in three 

different sources.  Thus, Sample Space S = {SSS, SSF, SFS, 

SFF, FSS, FFS, FFF, FSF}  n (S)=8 where n (S) is the 

cardinality of set S. Assuming ,  i. Success and failure 

probability at different sources is independent and  ii. The 

Probability of success at different sources is  ‘p’ Then 

Success of  deleting logs in all the source / missing logs 

probability of the event is SSS, hence defined as P (E) and is 

equal to P (E) = p3 Failure in breaking the multisource logs 

system is 1-P (E) = 1- p3.  

For Instant, If probability of success at given source p=0.1 

(say) then the probability of deleting the multi-source (three 

source) logs is 0.001. Hence the strength of forensic 

investigation has been achieved 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed MCLF coll the logs from various types of log 

sources such as cloud firewall, cloud application, system, 

security, cloud network, cloud web server, audit, and virtual 

machine etc. the proposed MCLF with lock techniques have 

been designed to full fill requirements of precise forensic 

investigation by focusing on multi-source logs. even if 

hackers deleted the logs details, multisource logs helps to 

predict and analyze the attacks intensity. MCLF is also been 

designed with lock mechanism so that unauthorized 

alteration of log file and hiding incriminating files in forensic 

logs can  be addressed. the design and analysis of proposed 

MCLF with lock has been described 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

It In future, to perform forensic investigations in an electronic 

system includes capturing and linking multiple streams of 

information. The streams comprise a network stream and a 

storage stream. The network stream contains a record of 

network activities. The storage stream contains a record of 

storage activities. Hence, this network and storage coupling 

forensic technique for cloud security enhancement and 

forensic techniques for mobile cloud security augment will 

be focused. 
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